We don’t just design beverage bodies and trailers. We design solutions.

Mickey bodies and trailers are all integrally designed and assembled because we believe it’s not enough to just make parts independently of one another and piece them together. Today’s road rigors and delivery demands require a delivery vehicle that incorporates a relationship between all the major parts for a stronger, more efficient application. Our all-aluminum corner and intermediate machined castings (not conventional sand castings) are “sleeve fitted” to the rub rail, door tracks and door post to form a positive, stress-free connection which increases the strength, durability and life span of the beverage body or trailer.

Top 10 reasons for a Mickey

10. 12-year warranty
9. Lowest cost to maintain
8. Lock-latch hand truck rack
7. Lowest working profile (and other driver safety features)
6. State-of-art-paint facility at all locations
5. Nationwide network of Recon/Service Centers
4. 1-piece (rivetless) bulkhead skins
3. All aluminum dock high non-override bumper
2. Full-length, all-aluminum, adjustable locking system
1. Interlocking structural castings (all 4 corners)

Mickey Recon/Service Centers

Mid-Atlantic
North Carolina
800-334-9061

Northeast
New Jersey
800-938-5181

Southeast
Florida
800-276-5891

Midwest
Illinois
800-791-6965

Southwest
Texas
877-664-2539

P.O. Box 2044 • High Point, NC 27261
800-334-9061 • Fax: 336-889-6712
www.mickeybody.com